
AN ANALYSIS OF THE EVENTS IN THE MY LAI MASSACRE

The My Lai Massacre was one of the most horrific incidents of and Colonel Oran Henderson, with crimes related to the
events at My Lai.

Every report stated a high body count and low weapon count, as well as several hundreds of non-combatants
deaths. America began to realise their unpopularity throughout the world. The dominant historical perspective
- the Vietnam war seen from U. Government and Military or not. Leadership failures continued after the
shooting stopped. At this point they began their usual search and destroy routine by pulling people from their
homes in order to interrogate them and gather information about the enemy. As he left the helicopter, Mr.
While only about American soldiers had boots on the ground during the s, by this number jumped to around 9,
They set homes on fire and ruthlessly murdered the villagers. Evidence of a separate massacre by a different
company, with 90 victims, on the same day as the killings at My Lai, and reports of other such occurrences,
undermined the isolated-incident reinterpretation, though these received relatively little attention. Some of
these acts and omissions were by design, others perhaps by negligence, and still others were the result of
policies and procedures. People in the north favored communism, while people in the south were heavily
influenced by the democratic West. Soldiers fighting in Vietnam were given no purpose. Some deemed the
massacre as an aberration; others called it a symptom of deeper problemsâ€”of leadership, training, and
morale. A second implication of the backfire model arises from attention to interpretation struggles: one-sided
perspectives are likely to go unremarked. In March of , the Charlie Company was notified of a Viet Cong
stronghold in a hamlet called My Lai a hamlet is like a village, only smaller. Edward S. But the training
involved, the often chaotic nature of battle, and the need to follow authority to maintain survival can lead to a
very blurred vision of what is right or wrong. They saw the use of Nepalm, Agent Orange, the devastation of
the intensified bombing, night after night, and it ground on them. The prosecution witnesses confirmed the
fact that Charlie Company burned homes, killed the livestock and murdered the inhabitants despite
encountering no opposition. Shocked at that sight, Thompson immediately radioed his accompanying
gunships: "It looks to me like there's an awful lot of unnecessary killing going on down there.


